OTTON has long played the dominant role in the agricultural economy of the South. Following the Civil War the acreage of land devoted to cotton in the United States increased steadily from 7,666,-ooo acres in 1866 to a peak of 44,608,000 in 1926 (Table i) . Production over this same period increased from 2,097,000 bales in 1866 to 17,978,000 in 1926. While there was considerable fluctuation in production and prices from year to year, this 6o-year period was one of expanding demand for American cotton. Up to the beginning of World War I, domestic consumption and exports both continued to increase. Synthetic fibers had not yet begun to compete with cotton. Truly cotton was king in the South.
Since 1929, the king has been called on more and more to defend his throne. The production of synthetic fibers, notably rayon has increased steadily.. Acreage control programs have been resorted to in an effort to bring about a better balance between supply and demand and avoid accumulation of excessively large surpluses. Acreage in cotton has declined to approximately half that planted in 1926. Accompanying the decline in cotton acreage has been considerable improvement in land selection and in production practices. The amount of cotton produced has not declined in anything like the same proportion as has the acreage. Yields per acre have improved greatly. Efficiency in production has improved and much more progress along this line is possible and in prospect.
We have heard a great deal recently about the problems of the cotton farmer. We can expect increasing competition from synthetic fibers, and from foreign production. The rapidity and extent to which this competition will be felt will be influenced by national price policies and many other factors. But regardless of what may be done in this respect, the A large portion were used to support cotton directly or For example, from one-third to one-half land in the southeastern states was devoted much of which went to feed the mules w nished power to cultivate the cotton and-o crops.
The average land acreage per farm in th is 131.4, of which 38.7 acres are cultivated ( Excluding Oklahoma and Texas from thes the average size of farm is 78.3 acres, 28.8 which are cultivated. Twenty-two and a hal of this cultivated acreage can not possibly enough cotton to provide a high standard for a family of five or six people, even if production practices are followed.
I do not wish to infer that cotton is the s prise producing income for the southern do wish to emphasize the folly of attemptin the problem of providing a satisfactory st living through cotton alone. It seems prob there will be a further shift of population f to off-farm employment, with an increa number of acres cultivated per individual all acres are put to work to the full exten capacity to contribute to the farm income see a new and more prosperous South. C be included as one of the farm enterprises time to come and much can be done to efficiency in producing it, but we shall see o which have been getting what is left ov their own load.
Let us analyze some of our farm commo cluding cotton, and attempt to look a little the future. COTTON In spite of competition from rayon and
